Optical Studies of Dye Doped Cholesteric Liquid Crystals
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Abstract

The present paper reports the effect of anthraquinone and rhodamine B dye on optical parameters of two cholesteric liquid crystals namely cholestryl pelargonate (CP) and cholestryl butyrate (CB). The refractive indices, order parameter and birefringence of dyes doped cholesteric liquid crystals have been measured and behavior of these parameters with variation in temperature have been discussed only in the cholesteric phase. The refractive indices, order parameter and birefringence show significant variation with the addition of anthraquinone and rhodamine B dye in pure cholesteric liquid crystals.
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Introduction

The importance of liquid crystalline materials is increasing continually due to their extensive use in display technology and other devices [1]. Cholesteric liquid crystals (CLC), are a class of materials with very interesting optical properties. CLCs are used frequently in electro-optic displays and also in thermo graphic applications [2-4]. For application of any liquid crystal in a practical device, it is difficult to identify a single liquid crystal that fulfills all the required conditions. Therefore, the different mixtures of liquid crystals and their doped samples have come to play a key role for high quality performance of the devices [5-8]. The doping can be done by dyes, polymers and different nanoparticles [9-12]. The presence of dye molecules in the liquid crystal doping significantly changes the intermolecular interaction of LC molecules and influences many properties of the pure liquid crystals [13,14]. The molecular structure of dyes is like the molecules of liquid crystals. However, the magnitude for the ordering of the dye is very essential. The orientation ordering in dye-doped liquid crystalline systems depends on the shapes of both the liquid crystal molecule and the dye molecule [15,16]. If the dye molecule is long, it’s ordering can be high in comparison to the ordering of the liquid crystal.
Most of the investigations on dye-doped liquid crystals are concentrated around their dielectric and electro-optical properties that affect the performance of the practical devices directly [17-19]. However, the order parameter of a liquid crystal is an important parameter, which governs most of the anisotropic properties of liquid crystals [20]. The orientationally order parameter in a liquid crystal at different temperatures can be estimated by studying the birefringence.

In the present chapter, we have observed the effect of anthraquinone and rhodamine B dye on optical parameters of two cholesteric liquid crystals namely cholesteryl pelargonate (CP) and cholesteryl butyrate (CB). The refractive indices, order parameter and birefringence of dyes doped cholesteric liquid crystals have been measured and behavior of these parameters with variation in temperature have been discussed. The refractive indices, birefringence, order parameter and dielectric parameters for pure cholesteryl pelargonate and cholesteryl butyrate and their binary mixtures have already been reported by our group [21, 22].

**Materials and Methods**

**Experimental procedures**

**Material used:** The cholesteric liquid crystals cholesteryl pelargonate and cholesteryl butyrate doped with two dyes anthraquinone and rhodamine B have been used for present study. The chemical structures of both the liquid crystals are shown in FIG. 1.

![Chemical structure of (a) Cholestryl pelargonate (b) Cholesteryl butyrate.](image)

**FIG. 1. Chemical structure of (a) Cholesteryl pelargonate (b) Cholesteryl butyrate.**

The phase transition schemes of the pure cholesteryl pelargonate is:

$$\text{Crystalline} \xrightarrow[80^\circ\text{C}]{\ } \text{Cholesteric} \xrightarrow[92.5^\circ\text{C}]{\ } \text{Isotropic}$$

The phase transition schemes of the pure cholesteryl butyrate is:

$$\text{Crystalline} \xrightarrow[94^\circ\text{C}]{\ } \text{Cholesteric} \xrightarrow[105.5^\circ\text{C}]{\ } \text{Isotropic}$$
The structures and composition of anthraquinone dye [1, 5-Diamino-2 (4-heptyloxy-phenyl)-4, 8-dihydroxy-anthraquinone] and rhodamine B dye [N-{9-(2-Carboxyphenyl)-6-diethylamino)-3H-xanthen-3-ylidene} -N-ethylethanaminium chloride are shown in FIG. 2.

![Anthraquinone Dye](image1)

![Rhodamine B Dye](image2)

**FIG. 2. Structures of dyes used in present study.**

**Refractive index measurement:** The refractive indices $n_e$ and $n_o$ for the extraordinary ray and ordinary ray in the cholesteric phase and refractive index $n$ in the isotropic phase at different temperatures were measured using an Abbe’s refractometer having an accuracy of 0.0001 in the range of 1.3 to 1.7 [21]. The surface of glass prism in refractometer has been rubbed uni-directionally by soft cotton piece. The glass prism was initially heated above isotropic temperature and then liquid crystal sample was placed on the lower prism surface. This procedure helped the molecule of the liquid crystals to achieve alignment along the prism face. After getting the complete alignment, the upper prism was clamped and the system has been allowed to cool slowly. The temperature of the samples has been maintained constant by the means of a microprocessor based temperature controller as studied by Julabo Labortechnik Ltd.

**Determination of order parameter:** Direct extrapolation method, has been used for determination of order parameter. The order parameter is given as:
Where \( n_{||} \) and \( n_\perp \) are the refractive index in parallel and perpendicular direction of the long molecular axis, \( n_e \) and \( n_o \) are the refractive index for extraordinary and ordinary ray respectively. \( \Delta n \) is the birefringence corresponding to the whole alignment.

**Results and Discussion**

The variation of ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices \((n_o, n_e)\) with temperature for anthraquinone and rhodamine B dye doped cholesteryl pelargonate and cholesteryl butyrate have been shown in FIG. 3 and 4 respectively.

The measurements of refractive index have been done only in cholesteric phase. The ordinary refractive index increases with the temperature and attain maximum value at cholesteric to isotropic phase transition. After that it remains almost constant like ordinary liquid. At the same time the extraordinary refractive index decreases with increase in temperature and at cholesteric to isotropic phase transition, it becomes equal to the average refractive index. This behavior of refractive index with temperature is almost same for all the samples used for present study with different transition temperatures and different values of refractive index. The similar behavior has also been reported for pure cholesteric samples [21]. However, the values of refractive index are higher for dye doped samples. The addition of dyes lowers the cholesteric to isotropic phase transition temperature. The cholesteric to isotropic phase transition temperatures for anthraquinone dye and rhodamine B dye doped cholesteryl pelargonate are 89.5°C, 90°C and for anthraquinone dye and rhodamine B dye doped cholesteryl butyrate are 104°C, 103.5°C respectively.

FIG. 5 and 6 show the variation of optical birefringence for anthraquinone and rhodamine B dye doped cholesteryl pelargonate and cholesteryl butyrate respectively. For each sample birefringence decreases with increase in temperature and show discontinuities, indicating the phase transitions. The value of birefringence becomes zero when isotropic phase is achieved. The similar behavior has been reported for pure cholesteryl pelargonate and cholesteryl butyrate [21] whereas; the values of birefringence are also higher for dye doped samples.

**FIG. 3. Variation of refractive indices with temperature for dye doped cholesteryl pelargonate.**
FIG. 4. Variation of refractive indices with temperature for dye doped cholesteryl butyrate.

FIG. 5. Variation of birefringence with temperature for dye doped cholesteryl pelargonate.
FIG. 6. Variation of birefringence with temperature for dye doped cholesteryl butyrate.

FIG. 7. Variation of birefringence with temperature for dye doped cholesteryl pelargonate.
FIG. 8. Variation of order parameter with temperature for dye doped cholestryl butyrate.

The variation of the macroscopic order parameter (Q) for anthraquinone and rhodamine B dye doped cholestryl pelargonate and cholestryl butyrate have been shown in FIG. 7 and 8 respectively. The order parameter decreases with increase in temperature and becomes zero when isotropic phase is reached. The nature of order parameter is same for all the doped samples and similar to pure cholesteric samples [21]. The values of order parameter for doped samples have also been found higher than that for pure samples.

Conclusion

It may be concluded that optical properties like refractive indices, order parameter and birefringence show significant variation with the addition of dyes in pure cholesteric liquid crystals. The order parameter of anthraquinone dye doped cholesteric pelargonate is slightly higher than rhodamine B doped cholesteric pelargonate whereas order parameter of anthraquinone dye doped cholesteric butyrate is slightly less than rhodamine B doped cholesteric butyrate depending upon the compatibility of the dye with the host material.
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